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ABSTRACT

Can religious toleration improve democracy within Muslim Majority states? The purpose
of this paper will be to explore Twin Tolerations, a theory of religious toleration, in Muslimmajority states. I have conducted a time-series cross-sectional quantitative analysis on 49
Muslim-majority countries between 1990 – 2008, testing to see if low government restrictions on
religion and low religious influence on the state indicate higher levels of democracy in Muslimmajority states. A significant example of effective Twin Tolerations can be noted in the device of
the Millet system in the Ottoman Empire, as an early form of positive accommodations that
helped keep religious and state institutions out of conflict with one another. I hypothesized that
the implementation of twin tolerations will have a positive effect on state-religion relations,
thereby improving democracy conditions. Overall, my findings concluded that high levels of
religious influence on the state and government restrictions on religion keep democracy low
within Muslim-majority states. This indicates that both tolerations are necessary for high levels
of democracy within the state. I utilize the Muslim-majority state case studies of Egypt and
Senegal; the former serves as an example of a Twin Tolerations violator with low democracy
levels and the latter serves as a Twin Toleration adherent with high democracy levels. This
research has important implications for foreign policy making concerning development and
democratization within Muslim-majority states as it contributes to a nuanced, developed
understanding of the existence of multiple forms of secularisms, alternative to the conventional
laïcité formations, that are thought to be exclusively compatible with democracy.
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Introduction
Does religious toleration improve democracy and reduce terrorism in Muslim-Majority states?

Democracy and Religious Toleration
In the Clash of Civilizations, Samuel Huntington argues that Islam and democracy are
incompatible (Huntington 1993). He bases this claim on a broad historical analysis in which
“civilizational identity” is understood to be both immutable and a determinative factor in a
country’s politics. This paper challenges Huntington’s thesis by analyzing the relationship
between religion and democracy in 49 Muslim-majority countries. It takes as a point of
departure, the more complex understanding of the arrangement of religious and political
authority and institutions within a state highlighted in the work of Religion, democracy, and the
"Twin Tolerations” by Alfred Stepan (2000). In particular, it recognizes multiple forms of
relationships between religion and state as compatible with liberal democracy and does not
assume the western norm of separatist secularism, known as “separation of church and state,” to
be an attribute of all successful democracies (Hashemi 2009). Stepan’s work recognizes that the
degree of secularism is distinctive to cultures and particular traditions, not uniform within a
religious denomination. Further, the degree of secularism does not always indicate the degree of
democracy (Stepan 2010:120). An example of this concept is manifested in western European
democracies (i.e. Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Denmark, Finland) with established religion,
countering the popular opinion that separatist secularism is the most compatible for democracy.
Secularism is a necessary condition of democracy as the process of secularization
facilitates the “reduction of religious prerogatives in a polity,” neutralizing the privilege of the
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clerical class and giving the state the ability to operate independent of religious authority. This is
necessary in establishing political equity. Thereby, Muslim and non-Muslim democratic states,
that manifest different forms of secularisms, must embody these core characteristics of
secularism functions that are compatible with democracy (Stepan, 2010). However, Muslimmajority countries are often deemed ‘secular-resistant.’ In fact, scholars have alleged that a
liberal democracy is fundamentally incompatible with Islam and members of the religion are
resistant to secularization as well as modernization (Huntington 1993; Gellner 1994; Derrida
2013). I am interested in empirically assessing both claims about Islam and liberal democracy: 1.
Islam is not compatible with democracy due to its beliefs and culture, and 2. Islam is resistant to
secularization, and thereby resistant to democratization.
The strong, continuous historic relationship of religion and politics in the Muslim world,
where Sharia law dictates societal organization and morality, leads some scholars to attribute an
exceptionally powerful culture-shaping role to Islam (Kamrava 1998). These scholars believe
that Islamic principles are so strong that they completely determine social practice, encumbering
on democratic processes. Kedourie, for example, states in Democracy and Arab Political Culture
that Islam is profoundly alien to the political traditions of representation, elections, popular
suffrage, and regulated political institutions (2013). Further, some scholars argue that Islam’s
religious principles can only be embodied in a totalitarian state because the belief in God as the
sovereign authority over Sharia law breeds “intellectual conformity and uncritical acceptance of
religious authorities” (Tessler 2002). However, these assessments overlook the multivocality of
religious interpretations that exist with any religion and any possibility of state actors
manipulating texts to further political interests (Tessler 2002; Starrett 1998; Roy 1994). Tessler
also contends that religious teachings may be manipulated to fit political rather than religious
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teachings in the context of Islamic societies (2002). Further, political tactics like the
aforementioned can be used to exploit citizens’ inherent religiosity to make them more
politically compliant and conducive to control through religious discourse.
Another common theme in both popular and scholarly discussions of the relationship
between religion and democracy is the idea that some religious traditions are inherently more
democratic than others. The contention is that some religious traditions and doctrines inherently
embody democratic values of secularism, however, this is false. The socialization of secular and
democratic values in religion-state relations increases consensus in these democratic behaviors.
Alex de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America famously attributes American democracy to
Christian doctrine, citing its democratizing influence on European civilizations (De Tocqueville
1889). Tocqueville claims that Christianity’s hierarchical structure is innately more socially
equitable and has an affinity for secular conceptions in democracy. Paradoxically, some scholars
believe that the egalitarian structure of Islamic tradition inherently breeds social inequality and
creates contentious internal struggles between religious and secular authorities (Kedourie 2013;
Choueiri 1996). However, there is little empirical support for these arguments. Researchers have
found structures of religious denominations to be unrelated to a state’s democracy levels. Rather,
nuanced theoretical analyses have held that the relations between the state and the religion are a
more significant indicator of democracy (Mikenberg 2007; Stepan 2007; Taylor 2007; Casanova
2011; Stepan 2012; Kalyvas 2000; Nasr 1995).
Democratic Muslim-majority countries (i.e. Senegal and Indonesia) undercut theories of
democratization, supportive of separationist secularism, based on cultural arguments in which
religious discourse shapes a group’s capacity for democracy. However, few other Muslimmajority states embody these state-religion collaborative relationships mostly due to ineffective
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forms of secularism within their states. The contentious relationships between state governments
and religious citizens due to lack of religious toleration is the true impediment of
democratization within Muslim Majority states (Stepan 2000). Within Muslim-majority states,
religious and secular institutions are in competition over power within the state. For example,
these power tensions can be observed in the half-century long struggle between Egypt’s Muslim
Brotherhood and various military-backed presidential regimes (i.e. Hosni Mubarak, Gamal
Abdel Nasser) that have attempted to suppress religious civic participation (Zahid and Medley
2006). Oftentimes, and in the particular case of Egypt, the most monetarily and security backed
actor is able to consolidate unchecked power, a clear violation of the tenets of democracy
(Stepan 2000:39). An evaluation of Muslim-majority states based on the complex view of the
relationship between religious and state power is needed to understand the nuanced
secularization functions that are core tenets of democracy. The fundamentals of Islam do not
explain the resistance to democratization within these states. Rather, the power struggle between
the state and religion within Muslim majority states is integral to understanding this resistance to
democracy.
Twin Tolerations as a solution to Democracy Development within Muslim-Majority States
Contentious state-religion relationships like the example outlined above can be
understood, and even resolved, through the implementation of the “Twin Tolerations” theory.
Alfred Stepan’s “Twin Tolerations,” argues that healthy democracies require an effective,
collaborative relationship between religious institutions and state governments. According to
Stepan, a minimal guarantee of democracy in relation to religious toleration requires the
performance of “conflict regulation,” a process that allows state governments and religious
institutions/citizens unfettered access to civil society to advance their respective interests to the
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extent to which the actions of either does not violate the civil freedoms of the other group (2000).
These civil violations include the state controlling religious practice and forbidding religious
political parties access to the civic sphere. Violations by religious groups include influencing
policy making institutions to enact strict religious interpretations as law even if they infringe
upon citizens’ religious freedom.
The protection from these violations are embraced in the theoretical framework of the
Twin Tolerations. The first toleration is the acceptance of limited claims over the political realm
by religious citizens/institutions, in such a way that religious citizens shall “accord
democratically elected officials the freedom to legislate and govern without having to confront
denials of their authority based on religious claims” (Stepan, 2011). The second toleration,
alternatively, the acceptance of limited claims over the religious realm, asserts that “officials
must permit religious citizens to freely express their views and values within civil society, and to
freely take part in politics…” (Stepan 2011).
The two tolerations, as aforementioned, constitute a power-checking framework1 and a
sphere of liberty within the dynamics of state-religion that observers have attributed to tenets of
true secularism as a role that establishes democracy. Stepan argues that both tolerations are
necessary for democracy, covering areas which Dahl’s eight institutional guarantees for
democracies lack, providing the opportunity for the development of a critical civil society and an

Alfred Stepan’s concept of Twin Tolerations as a power-checking framework of secularism is not fully
explained by him. He explains that different forms of secularism and their official religion and
government relations (albeit it be separationist, established religion, accommodationist, etc.) are arbitrary
to its ability to fulfill the tenets of democracy, rather its ability to meet the Twin Tolerations framework
fulfills democracy. However, he does not make the explicit connection between Twin Tolerations as a
regulator of secularism within the state. Further, I make the implicit argument that Twin Tolerations is a
power-checking framework of the state-religion relations dynamics of secularism that play a role in
achieving democracy within the state.
1
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accountable government (Dahl 1973). The two tolerations ensure that checks and balances on
the exercise of power, a core tenet of democracy, is fulfilled within a democracy-assisting
secularism. The form of secularism is arbitrary; what matters is its ability to create and sustain
democratic norms of institutional power checks within the state. Thus, abiding by the Twin
Tolerations is necessary for democracy as they ensure power balancing checks.
The Twin Tolerations theory is a more effective lens for considering the relationship
between religion and state in Muslim society because it does not presume the trajectory of
secularization of the western world or rely on an ideal type that bears no relationship to
experiences of Muslim-majority countries. Twin Tolerations resolves the biases against Muslimmajority countries rooted in the view that democracy is not viable in Muslim majority countries,
unless they abandon Islam altogether, which is not realistic for the short term. Twin Tolerations
does not require the upheaval of historic cultural and religious practices, whereas the
aforementioned biased view does. Rather it offers a feasible path to reform that respects the
autonomy of religious and governmental institutions that underlies the preference for democracy
in the first place.
I intend to assess whether the Two Tolerations is conducive to democratization. The goal
of this paper is to test the Twin tolerations theory through empirically examining the relationship
of the two tolerations and their effect on democracy levels in Muslim-majority countries. I
investigated the relationship between the two tolerations as they relate to democracy utilizing
data gathered from 1990 through 2008. In line with my theoretical expectations, I found that high
religious influence and government restrictions decrease democracy within Muslim-majority
states. Overall, my results indicate that the two tolerations are necessary for increasing
democratic levels within a state.
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My analysis and empirical examination contributes to emerging literature in foreign
policy making concerning nation building and democratization in destabilizing Muslim-majority
countries. Prevalent media sources and U.S. foreign policy approaches attribute the destabilizing
and failures of democratization in Muslim countries, particularly in the Middle East, to ‘Radical
Islamism,’ reducing the problems to religious fundamentalism. However, this over-simplification
of the issues overlooks the historic complexity of state-religion relations as barriers to
democratization. Further, this research, that provides an alternative lens on the issue, calls for the
reconsideration of the state-religion relations in western foreign policy reforms that have a
tendency to make westernized state-society policy recommendations to Muslim-majority
countries such as in the case of the United States’ failed nation building in Iraq and Afghanistan
(Dobbins 2003).

Democracy: Theory & Hypotheses
Alfred Stepan challenges the notion that successful democracies, western and nonwestern, need to entirely separate religion and state by explaining that this does not even hold
true with Christian democracies (2000). European Christian democracies like Norway have
established churches, moreover, there is no single form of secularism that encompasses all states
(Stepan 2011:115). Rather, Stepan argues that the Twin Tolerations is a state-religion relations
dynamic characterized by systemic regulation of the counterbalancing influences of religious
institutions/citizens and government to ensure that no single entity has total political power.
Twin Toleration is not arguing for a single form of secularism, but rather it is laying
down the guidelines for a plethora of secularisms that might operate within a given state. Further,
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this theory challenges the ‘fallacy of unique founding conditions’ in the analysis of existing
democracies and democratization, which confuses the conditions associated with the founding of
certain democracies, such as capitalism, with the possibility of its emulation under different
conditions in other countries (Stepan 2000; Hashemi 2009). This fallacy, carrying historical
precedence in European politics, supports the belief that “non-Western societies that have been
strongly influenced by local traditions, liberal democracy cannot be achieved by drawing on
local cultural resources” (Hashemi 2009). The Twin Tolerations theory, by contrast, argues that
measures of a democracy should be based upon the evaluation of checks and balances that ensure
freedom within a state, rather than assumed ‘universal’ conditions. Effective measures of
democracy must be able to grasp the distinctive cultural resources that contribute to a state’s
particular form of democracy.
This theory argues that both of the Twin Tolerations are necessary for democracy. The
two tolerations are checks on the state and religion that are part of the definition of democracy,
and thus must be present in a state with a high level of democracy. These tolerations establish the
boundaries of freedom between states and religious groups that are necessary for democratization
as well as to fulfill the tenets of true democracy within a state.

Dimension of 1st Toleration ~ Religious Influence on the State

The first toleration regulates the religious influence on the state and its institutions.
Toleration of state power by religious people and authorities guarantees that the states can
operate without the inclusion of religious ideals or policies that obstruct democratic processes.
This toleration is a check on the power of religious institutions. It protects citizens from
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dominance by religious group(s) through repressive rule or legislation that violates their civil
liberties, thereby violating democratic principles. Thus, low religious influence is characterized
by two factors: prevention of religious groups from interfering with government jurisdiction and
prevention of religious legislation from curtailing civic freedoms.
Saudi Arabia is an example of the failure of the first toleration. The prevalence of
Wahhabism, an ultra-conservative religious reform movement in Saudi Arabia, has significantly
affected governmental policies that have contributed to the increase of religious persecution
(Armanios, 2003). Despite attempts made by the Saudi government to curb the religious
intolerance exhibited by Islamic fundamentalist groups, Saudi Wahhabis and Salafis continue to
impose their ideologies on civil society through the application of repressive social policies, such
as the inclusion of discriminatory rhetoric (e.g. anti-Shiite, anti-Christian, anti-Jewish) in school
text books that are derived from Wahhabism beliefs. In fact, the Saudi government permits a
security force (Hay’ah) to act as religious police to enforce the Wahhabist religious teachings of
the Quran onto its citizens. The strong Wahhabism movement has infracted upon the rights of the
Saudi Government and the movement’s doctrinal rigidity represses the state from implementing
policies outside of the movement’s socially-constraining policies on religious practice. This is an
example of religious oppression through the imposition of religious groups on Saudi citizens, a
clear violation of the first toleration, religious influence.
Democracy and Religious Influence on the Government
Further, according to the twin tolerations theory, adherence to the first toleration, which
means maintaining low levels of religious influence on the state, increases governments’
policymaking freedoms, thereby increasing levels of democracy within the state. Low religious
influence in the state allows for the fulfillment of one of the two tolerations, however both are
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necessary for democracy. Stepan describes this dimension as the minimal degree of toleration
that the state needs to receive from religion/religious institutions/civil society in order for the
state to be considered democratic (Stepan, 2010). This means that religious institutions mustn’t
have constitutional privileges that allow them to “authoritatively mandate public policy to
democratically elected officials” especially policies that deny freedoms of its citizens (Stepan,
2010). The Muslim-majority states of Indonesia and Senegal insulate the government from
religious influence through a Principled Distance policy approach in which the state imposes
“normative and constitutional constraints on religious majoritarianism and/or on possible
religious violations of human rights,” while using religion as well as religious citizens as policy
resources for human rights promotion (Stepan, 2010). The written law within these states forbids
practices that violate citizens’ rights by employing legitimate democratic powers against people
and groups seeking to control others through religion.
However, limiting religious influence on state policy in Muslim countries only fulfills a
portion of the Twin Tolerations theory required to exhibit stronger adherence to democratic
processes within the state. The second toleration must also be present for higher levels of
democracy to be exhibited within the state.
This leads to the Religious Influence Hypothesis:
Religious Influence Hypothesis: In Muslim-majority states, when religious
influence on the state increase, the level of democracy within Muslim-majority
states decreases. The negative effect is weaker if government restriction is low.
Democracy will only be high if government restrictions on religion and religious
influence are both low.
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Dimension of 2nd Toleration ~ Government Restrictions upon Religion

The second toleration regulates government restrictions on religious citizens and groups,
meaning that the state and its institutions must allow citizens or groups of any denomination
religious freedom and civic engagement without discrimination. This check is important as it
requires government institutions to treat religious citizens or groups that choose to engage
in civic society equally without legal consequences, only imposing restraints after a party has
violated democratic principles. This check is important as it prevents governments from
becoming too powerful and discriminatory to particular sects or denominations within the state.
Additionally, the state must equally accommodate its minority and majority religions,
without favoring a particular religion over others. Table 1 categorizes official government
involvement in religion within Muslim majority countries. The Accommodation category
represents the separation of church and state, which is not a common system among Muslimmajority states – it is only the case in Gambia. Though Turkey has attempted to glean this
separationist title in the government’s adoption of laïcité secularism, it has fallen short of
demonstrating neutrality toward any religion. Rather, Turkey is considered hostile towards all
religions, thus it is classified under the Nonspecific Hostility category. The Supportive and Active
State Religion categories most closely embody the second toleration as they maintain low
government restrictions and support all religions without any discrimination towards a particular
religion.
The Egyptian state fails to fulfill the second toleration due to its high restrictions on
minorities and high regulation of religion in general. Egypt ranks among the highest in the world,
8.9 out of 10, for government restrictions on minority and majority religions. In fact, research
indicates its restrictions following the Arab Spring relate directly to a lack of religious tolerance
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Table 1 Official Government Involvement in Muslim Majority Countries
Middle East &
North Africa

Europe

Sub-Saharan
Africa

Specific Hostility

Nonspecific Hostility
Separationist

Accommodation
Supportive

Turkey

Lebanon

Active State Religion

State Controlled Religion,
Positive Attitude

Kyrgyzstan
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Azerbaijan
Benin

Kazakhstan

BosniaHerzegovina

Cooperation
Multi-Tiered Preferences
Preferred Religion

Albania

Eritrea
Burkina Faso
Mali
Niger
Sierra Leone
Gambia
Chad Senegal
Nigeria

Asia-Pacific

Syria
Algeria
Iraq
Morocco
Bahrain Tunisia
Egypt
Libya
Jordan UAE
Yemen

Religion mandatory for all
members of official religion

Kuwait
Oman
Qatar

Religion mandatory for all

Saudi Arabia

Comoros Sudan
Guinea
Djibouti
Mauritania
Somalia

Indonesia
Ivory Coast
Bangladesh

Afghanistan
Iran
Malaysia
Pakistan

Note: The information in the table is derived from the Official Government Involvement in Religion (GIR) variable from the Religion
and State Project, Round 2 Dataset from 2008. See Appendix B for definitions on each categorization.

(Sahgal 2013). Furthermore, while Egypt provides positive accommodation for Sunni Muslims,
it fails to extend the same accommodations to minority religions like Shiite Islam and Coptic
Christianity. The Egyptian government appoints and pays the salaries of imams, or Muslim
prayer leaders, and generally funds the mosques and other state-religion institutions, however it
draws the line with non-state endorsed religious activities and organizations, like the Muslim
Brotherhood, Shiite Muslims and Coptic Christians (Fox 2008; Osman 2010). Egypt’s high rate
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of religious persecutions, especially in the case of the crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood
following the coup d’état that ousted democratically elected President Morsi, is the most
egregious example of its imposition on the religious liberty of its citizens (Walsh, 2016).
Democracy and Government Restrictions on Religion
The theory suggests that democratic states allow their citizens the freedom to practice
their religion equally, properly accommodate their religious practices, and freely allow the civic
engagement of citizens. Stepan describes this as the minimal degree of toleration that citizens
(e.g. civil society) need from the state to be consistent with democratic principles (Stepan 2010).
The fulfillment of this toleration includes three factors: 1. state allowance of positive
accommodations to all religions, 2. absence of government restrictions on religious practice, and
3. inclusivity of religious resources (i.e. religious leaders) for policy collaboration regarding
religious topics to improve state-religion society relations.
For the first factor, positive accommodations, the state must give equal aid to minority
and majority religions alike. For example, Senegal’s government provides equal treatment to all
religions, specifically providing aid for different pilgrimages and allowing equal access to
government aid for religious schools that meet national standards (Fox 2008).
Second, the absence of state restrictions on religion means the state allows religion to
practice freely without the fear of being persecuted. The governments of Burkina Faso and
Gambia, for example, protect religious freedom by granting optional access to religious
education. Additionally, in the case of Gambia, the state government steps in to prevent schools
from banning the hijab as a part of a school dress code. State constitutions that affirm religious
freedom and ban religious discrimination (i.e. Ghana, Sierra Leone, Tajikistan) also fulfill an
aspect of the second toleration.
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The third and final factor, policy cooperation, proposes that the government facilitate
openness to dialogue with citizens and groups, possibly using religion as a policy resource where
applicable, to mitigate the state-society differences on the role of religion. This means that states
must provide access for religious citizens/institutions to enter the civic sphere without a fear of
being persecuted. Despite an amendment in 1999 allowing for the formation of religious political
parties and few restrictions on religions, Tajikistan’s government actively keeps religious
organizations out of politics by specifically harassing members of an Islamic organization, Hizb
ut-Tahrir, with a political agenda (Fox 2008). Comparatively, Senegal and Ghana allow religious
organizations or individuals to take representative positions within the government to promote
policy cooperation on state-religious relation policies like FGM and to work with the
government to reduce grievance conflicts in the region. These countries recruit religious leaders
to collaborate on solutions for controversial issues that affect public health or welfare. (Stepan
2013; Nelson 1996).
This leads to the Government Restrictions Hypothesis:
Government Restrictions Hypothesis: In Muslim-majority states, when
religious influence on the state increases, the level of democracy within Muslimmajority states decreases. The negative effect is weaker if religious influence is
low. Democracy will only be high if government restrictions on religion and
religious influence are both low.

15
Two Dimensions Combined

A significant example of effective twin tolerations can be noted in the Ottoman Empire.
Barkey remarks that there was “religious and ethnic toleration for the tremendous diversity it
encountered within its frontiers” (Barkey, 2005). The Millet system – which was separate
religious legal courts under the Ottoman Empire - was an early form of positive accommodations
Figure 1 Dimensions of Twin Tolerations
that helped keep religious and state
institutions out of conflict with one
another.
Moreover, this theory
suggests the countries that adhere
to the twin tolerations in Muslimmajority countries, meaning low
levels of religious influence over

Note: The Twin Tolerations theory predicts that adherents of the two tolerations will
exhibit high democracy, located in the lower left quadrant. Further, violators of the Twin
tolerations will have the lowest levels of democracy, exhibited in the upper right quadrant.

government and low levels of government restrictions on religious practice, exhibit higher
democratic levels. This research will investigate the two dimensions of twin tolerations, noted in
Figure 1, as they relate to levels of democracy within Muslim-majority states. Figure 2 shows
that religiously tolerant Muslim majority countries, such as Senegal and Lebanon experience
higher democracy scores as indicated by the two dimensions of the Twin Tolerations Theory:
government restrictions on religion and religious influence on the state. Alternatively,
religiously intolerant countries such as Saudi Arabia and Uzbekistan have very low democracy
scores. However, there are countries that do not fit the theory such as Turkey and Malaysia,
which have high democracy scores, but low religious
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toleration. I will investigate these preliminary findings further to test the relationship between the
two tolerations and democracy for significance using a linear regression model, thereafter
examining the marginal effects of each toleration on democracy.
Figure 2 Dimensions of Twin Tolerations Scatterplot

Note: The Religious Toleration Dimensions, Government Restrictions on Religion and Religious Influence are based on Alfred Stepan’s
Twin Tolerations theory from Religion, Democracy, and the “Twin Tolerations.” For Government Restrictions on Religion dimension, a
value of zero means no government restrictions on religion. For the Religious Influence on the State dimension, a value of zero means
religious institutions/citizens do not enforce their religious priorities upon government. The vertical black line is the mean of the
Religious Influence variable and the horizontal line is the mean of the Government Restrictions variable. According to the Tolerations
theory, democracy is the highest when both dimensions are low as indicated by the lower left dimension. The dimensions are based on
data, explained in detail in the empirical section, from 49 Muslim Majority countries from 1990 to 2008. The democracy scores ranging
from -10 to 10, are based on polity IV scores from 2008. The value of -10 is the least free and 10 is the most free. The values of 10 to 6
represent a democracy, 5 to 1 an open anocracy, 0 to -5 a closed anocracy, and -6 to -10 an autocracy.
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Empirical Analysis
In this section, I describe the data used to test the hypotheses regarding the twin
tolerations. Then, I will present my model specification. The study aims to use a time-series
cross-sectional quantitative analysis on 49 Muslim-majority countries (see Appendix A) between
1990 to 2008 to determine if the twin tolerations theory has any effect on democracy and
terrorism incidents. My unit of analysis is country-year with 930 observations.

Dependent Variables
My dependent variable for Democracy, the revised Polity Regime measure, Polity2, taken
from the Polity IV Project Annual Time-Series from the years of 1990 to 2008. This variable
modifies the combined annual Polity score by modifying instances of political transitions and
interruption periods with conventional polity scores ranging from a -10 which indicates an
authoritative regime and 10, the highest score for a democracy (Marshalls and Jaggers 2016).

Independent Variables
My independent variables are divided into two sections: the first toleration which is
religious influence on the state and the second toleration, government restrictions on religion.
Twin Tolerations I: Religious Influence
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Religious Influence, is a composite variable that captures the influence of religion over
the state, or the first twin toleration. Three factors construct the Religious Influence variable:
Religious Organization Interference, Religious Legislation, and Religious Influence on Law.
 Religious Organization Interference is based from the Religion and State Constitutions
Dataset that examined constitution clauses that address religion in 177 countries from
1990 to 2008 (Fox 2011). The Religious Organization Interference variable measures
religious organizations’ political involvement in the government with 0 indicating that
they may not interfere in state government and 1 meaning that religious organizations
may interfere in the government (Fox 2011).
 Religious Legislation variable, which is also from the Religious and State Project, Round
2 dataset, is a composite measure of religious legislation ranging from 0 to 42, with
higher scores indicating higher levels of religious legislation (Fox 2011).
 Religious Influence on Law variable measures the portion of the country’s laws that are
influenced by religion or are based directly on religious codes from 1990 to 2002,
ranging from 0 to 3, with 0 representing no religious laws are legislated as law and 3
representing state law is religious law.
I combined these three factors by rescaling them to be on the same scale of 0 to 1,
imputing gaps in values. Thereafter, I calculated the average value to create Religious Influence
variable as one of the dimensions to religious toleration. For instance, for 2001 Afghanistan
received a Religious Legislation score of 0.57, a Religious Influence on Law score of 1, and a
Religious Organization Interference score of 0. I calculated the average of the three scores
values and received a Religious Influence score of .52 for that year; I calculated all of the years
between 1990 and 2000 in this way. I linearly interpolated the intervening years that were not
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coded to fill in the missing observations and recalculated a score of 0.79 post-interpolation. The
final scale of the Religious Influence variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1
with a mean of 0.59 and a standard deviation of 0.22.
Twin Tolerations II: Government Restrictions on Religion
Government Restrictions on Religion variable is a composite variable that indicates the
second toleration. It is comprised of six variables: Government Favoritism, Government
Regulation of Religion 2001-2008, Government Regulation of Religion 1990-2008, State
Interference on Religion, Religious Discrimination, and Official Restrictions.
 Government Favoritism measures the extent to which the government provides a single
religion or a select group of religions with support and privileges from 2001 to 2008. The
variable ranges from 0 to 2, with 0 having low government favoritism and 2 indicating
high government favoritism.
 Government Regulation of Religion 2001-2008 variable measures restrictions placed on
the practice, profession, or selection of religion by laws, policies, or administrative
actions of the state from 2001 to 2008, ranging from 0 to 2 with 0 indicating low
government regulation and 2 indicating high government regulation. The two
aforementioned variables were formed merging four International Religious Freedom
Data sets from four separate years (2001, 2003, 2005, 2008) on 196 different countries
and territories and linearly interpolated to fill in missing data from 2001 to 2008 (Finke
2004; Finke 2004; Finke 2005; Finke 2010).
 Government Regulation of Religion 1990-2008 is a composite measure of government
regulation of religion from the Religion and State Project, Round 2 ranging from 0 to 50
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from 1990 to 1993, 0 to 56 from 1994 to 2004, 0 to 54 from 2005 to 2008. Higher scores
indicate higher levels of regulation.
 State Interference on Religion variable measures state’s constitutional ability to interfere
in affairs of religious organizations based on constitutional clause that empowers it to do
so, the variable ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 indicating that there is a constitutional clause
that allows government to interfere in religion and 1 meaning that they may not interfere
in state government.
 Religious Discrimination and Official Restrictions variables are derived from the Religion
and State Project, Round 2 dataset that measures the extent of government involvement
in religion in 175 states from 1990 – 2008. The Religious Discrimination variable is a
composite measure of religious discrimination against minority religions with scores
ranging from 0 to 69, higher scores indicate higher levels of discrimination (Fox 2011).
 Official Restrictions variable measures the extent to which a government puts restrictions
upon religions, ranging from 0 to 5 with 0 indicating no religions are illegal and no
significant restrictions on minority religions and 5 indicating that all religions (other than
the state religion) are illegal.
I combined these five variables by rescaling them to be on the same scale of 0 to 1. I
calculated the average value to create Government Restrictions variable as one of the dimensions
to religious toleration. For example, for Azerbaijan in 2008, I calculated the averages for the
values received for Government Favoritism (0.33), Government Regulation of Religion 20012008 (1), Government Regulation of Religion 1990-2008 (0.63), State Interference on Religion
(0), Religious Discrimination (0.31), and Official Restrictions (0.40). Calculating the average of
these five scores, Azerbaijan received a Government Restrictions score of .54 for 2008; I
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calculated all of the years between 1990 and 2000 in this way. I then linearly interpolated the
missing values for Government Restrictions variable and recalculated a score of 0.57. The scale
of the Government Restrictions variable ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1 with a
mean of 0.46 and a standard deviation of 0.18.
Finally, I created an interaction term Religious Influence x Government Restrictions in
order to test the conditional claims that the effect of religious influence on democracy depends
on levels of government restrictions, additionally, that the effect of government restrictions on
democracy depends on levels of religious influence.

Control Variables
I have controlled for the following: percentage of Shiite population, percentage of Sunni
population, percentage of unidentified Muslim population, GDP, percentage of natural resources
rents from GDP, percentage of oil rents from GDP, GINI coefficient, and regional demographics
of a given country.
I collected the percentage of Shiite population, percentage of Sunni population, percentage of
unidentified Muslim population variables from the Religious Characteristics of States Dataset
Project: Demographics v. 2.0 (RCS-Dem 2.0), COUNTRIES ONLY for the years of 1990 to 2008
(Brown and James 2017). The percentage of Shiite and Sunni populations variables controlled
for the possibility of sectarian issues between Sunni-Shiite groups having an effect on the model
regression. The unidentified Muslims variable contains all known Muslims of unknown
classification (Brown and James 2017).
The percentage of natural resources rents from GDP, percentage of oil rents from GDP,
GDP, and GINI index variables were collected from the World Bank between the years of 1990
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and 2008 (The World Bank 2011). The economic rent of a natural resource is the capital services
flow derived by natural resources that include the sum of oil rents, natural gas rents, coal rents,
mineral rents, and forest rents (The World Bank 2011). The oil rents percentage of GDP are the
“differences between the value of crude oil production at world prices and total costs of
production” (The World Bank 2011). The GDP variable measures the annual percentage growth
rate of GDP per capital based on a constant local currency (The World Bank 2011). The GINI
coefficient variable measures income inequality, or the “extent to which the distribution of
income among individuals or households within an economy deviates from a perfectly equal
distribution” (The World Bank 2011). The variable ranges from 0 to 100, where 0 represents
equality and 100 is complete inequality.

Twin Tolerations ~ Democracy Model Specifications
In this section, we test the Religious Influence and Government Restrictions hypotheses. I
am testing to see the effects of the two tolerations, separately and combined, on democracy.
Given the nature of my dependent variable, I estimate the following interactive model
specification using ordinary least squares. The exact model specification is shown in Eq. (1).
Democracy =  0 +  1 Religious Influence+  2 Government Restrictions
+  3 (Religious Influence * Government Restrictions)
+ Shiite Population +Sunni Population + GINI Coefficient + GDP
+ Unidentified Muslim Population + Natural Resources GDP
+ Oil GDP+ ϵ
(1)
The marginal effect for Religious Influence is  1 +  3 Government Restrictions.
According to the Religious Influence Hypothesis, Religious Influence on the state should always
have a negative effect on democracy. As a result,  1 should be negative and  1 +  3 Government
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Restrictions should also be negative for all observed values of Government Restrictions. The
negative effect of Religious Influence should be stronger when there are Government
Restrictions. As a result,  3 should also be negative as shown.
The marginal effect for Government Restrictions is  2 +  3 Religious Influence.
According to the Government Restrictions Hypothesis, Government Restrictions on religion
should always have a negative effect on democracy. As a result,  2 should be negative and  2 +
 3 Religious Influence should also be negative for all observed values of Religious Influence.
The negative effect of Government Restrictions should be stronger when there is Religious
Influence. As before, this means that  2 should also be negative.

Results
I report the results from the model specifications in Table 2. As predicted in Model 1, the
coefficient on the interaction term,  3, is negative and highly significant indicating that there is a
negative interactive relationship between government restrictions and religious influence on
democracy in Muslim-majority countries. In Model 2, I include regional dummies to take
account of unobserved regional characteristics that might influence the level of democracy. In
Model 3, I also take account of the fact that the observations within a given country are not
independent. In effect, the observations are clustered by country. As a result, I include robust
standard errors that are clustered by country.
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Contrary to my predictions, the coefficients on Government Restrictions and Religious
Influence are both positive and statistically significant. However, it is important to recognize that
this coefficient only tells us the effect of these variables when the value of the other variable is
zero. In other words, the positive coefficient on Government Restrictions tells us that an increase
in government restrictions increases democracy when Religious Influence is 0. Whether this is
substantively significant depends on how many observations have a religious influence score of
0. Additionally, the positive coefficient on Religious Influence tells us that an increase in
religious influence increases democracy when Government Restrictions is 0. Further, the
significance of these results will also be dependant on how many observations have a
government restrictions score of 0.
Figure 3 graphically
illustrates the marginal effect of
Religious Influence on democracy
across all of the observed values
for Government Restrictions and
Figure 4 graphically illustrates the
marginal effect of Government
Restrictions on democracy across
all of the observed values for
Religious Influence. The solid
black lines indicate the marginal
effects and the dashed blue lines
represent two-tailed 95%

Table 2 The Effect of Twin Tolerations on Democracy
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confidence intervals. Whenever the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval are above
or below the horizontal zero line, then the marginal effect is statistically significant. To help the
readers better assess the evidence in these marginal-effect plots, I overlay a histogram indicating
the distribution of observations across the modifying variable, which is the variable captured on
the horizontal axis for each plot. For Figure 3, the modifying variable is Government
Restrictions on Religion and for Figure 4 it is Religious Influence. This distribution allows us to
see exactly where our observations lie. While both of the marginal effects start off being positive
and statistically significant, they quickly become negative and statistically significant as the
value of the variable on the horizontal axis increases.
Marginal Effect of Twin Tolerations on Democracy
Figure 4 TTI: Marginal Effect of Religious Influence

Figure 3 TTII: Marginal Effect of Government Restrictions

Note: Each plot illustrates the marginal effect of the Twin Tolerations on Democracy. The vertical axis on the left of each plot
indicates the magnitude of the relevant marginal effect. The vertical axis on the right of each plot is for the histogram and
indicates the percentage of observations in the sample at different values of the Religious Influence in Figure 2a and Government
Restrictions in figure 2b.

To find out how much support these marginal effect plots provide for my hypotheses, it is
useful
to plot
seeillustrates
what percentage
observations
fall in the
differentThe
regions
the
Note: Each
the marginal of
effect
of the Twin Tolerations
on Democracy.
verticalof
axis
on plots.
the left ofFor
eachthe
plot
indicates the magnitude of the relevant marginal effect. The vertical axis on the right of each plot is for the histogram and
indicates the percentage of observations in the sample at different values of the Religious Influence in Figure 2a and Government
marginal
effect
Restrictions in
figureof
2b.Religious Influence in Figure 3, I find that Religious Influence reduces
democracy levels when the score for Government restrictions are greater than 0.40 and
statistically significant when it is greater than 0.65. 68% of my sample observations fall in the
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region where the effect of religious influence is negative, further 60% in the region where it is
both negative and statistically significant. The marginal effect for Religious Influence is positive
and significant when Government Restrictions is below .3, accounting for only 17.6% of my
sample in this region.
In line with my theory, Figure 4 representing the marginal effect of Government
restrictions, shows that government restrictions reduce democracy when the score for Religious
Influence is greater than 0.26 and is statistically significant when it is greater than 0.36. 88% of
my sample observations fall in the region where the effect of government restrictions is negative
and 80% in the region where it is negative and statistically significant. The marginal effect of
Government Restrictions is positive and significant when Religious Influence is below 0.04, but
only 36 observations or 0.03% of my sample fall in this region.
Overall, the marginal effect plots provide strong support for my hypotheses and the
theory of twin tolerations as I found that the presence of both high levels of government
restrictions and high levels of religious influence are significantly related to lower levels of
democracy within Muslim-majority states.
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Case Studies
I now attempt to situate my theory within some specific cases, a Twin Tolerations
adherent and a Twin Tolerations violator. This allows me to focus in on the causal processes
underlying my theory.

Twin Tolerations Adherent: Senegal
Senegal fulfills both tolerations in that it implements the two checks of religious
toleration: implementing legal barriers to minimize religious influence on the state and protecting
religious freedoms through low government restrictions on the practice of religion.
Senegalese Social Contract, Laïcité, and Sufism
Senegal’s social contract, adherent of both tolerations, is a policy in which Muslim
clerics partner with the government providing it legitimacy while ensuring the loyalty of the
citizens and, in turn, these religious entities “receive recognition and material support from the
state” (Babou 2013). The social contract policy originated from the concept of laïcité, directly
derivative of the French state-religion policy that sought to “cleanse the public sphere” from its
influence, however, the Senegalese altered their adopted policy to include a cooperative
partnership between state and religion (Buckley 2017; Stepan 2013). Further, a Senegalese
scholar Djibril Samb puts it best in this quote, “laïcité essentially signifies separation, but not
antagonism, of political and religious power,” meaning that the policy is not incompatible with
harmony between religion and state (Buckley 2017).
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The transformation of laïcité had significant implications on Sufi participation and
religious toleration in Senegal. Stepan refers to it as the “ritual of respect” in which the
participation of religious leaders representing the three major Sufi orders (Murid the most
politically powerful, Tijan the most numerous, and Qadir the oldest) and the Christian Catholic
minority in major religious ceremonies established an effective religion/state partnership (Stepan
2013; Villalón 2006; Buckley 2017). The acknowledgment of all religions partnering is critical
to religious toleration in Senegal as it increases government legitimization.
Additionally, the Sufi dominated system has been instrumental at maintaining the twin
tolerations. The first toleration, which is the toleration that protects against religious
organizations overpowering civil rights, is respected by Sufi religious orders in Senegal (Villalón
2006; Stepan 2012; Buckley 2017; Diouf 2013). In fact, the establishment of the maraboutic
system in Senegal regulated any persons who attempt to expand their influence as they have
failed in attempting to do so in the past (Villalón 2006). Further, the marabouts have historically
had little interest in becoming part of civic society and Buckley argues that they found the
separation between both essential in maintaining “institutional autonomy and ensuring a peaceful
cooperation (Buckley 2017; Smith 2013). Instead, the Sufi leaders participate in civic society by
offering consultations on policy, usually considering human rights issues (Buckley 2017; Stepan
2012).
Positive Accommodation Patterns, Low Government Restriction of Minority Religions and
Majority Religions & Low Religious Persecution
Senegal abides by a “respect all” concept when it comes to minority and majority
religions alike, taking it one step further to properly accommodate financially to all the religions
in exchange for policy cooperation from respected leaders (Grim 2011; Stepan 2010). These
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aforementioned concepts are crucial to the fulfillment of twin tolerations. The government grants
paid religious holidays, Christian and Muslim pilgrimages, money for religious institutions of
worship, and funds religious schools of both minority and majority religions alike (Fox 2008).
However, the Christian minority enjoys the largest share of the educational funds indicating that
there is no government favoritism over the most dominant religion of Islam (Fox 2008).
Additionally, there are very low levels of government restriction on religion and religious
persecution indicating an adherence to religious toleration; further, according to research, the
government only interferes minimally to see if organizations are engaging in “unacceptable
political activity” whilst maintaining effective relations with all religions (Buckley 2017). The
Senegalese government has strategically ensured the support of the Catholic minority through
partnerships of consultation as well, such as the instance of the government calling upon the
Catholic minority to make a joint statement with Islamic leaders on Marriage (Buckley 2017).
Thus, Senegal’s policies, low persecution, low restrictions, and accommodations make it an
adherent to Twin Tolerations.
Policy Cooperation & Higher Democracy Ratings
Stepan cited Senegal as a “leading democracy in the Islamic world since 2000” (Stepan
2013). Despite Senegal’s lower per capita income ranking it 33 among 43 Muslim majority
nations, Senegal still has competitive elections making them “great electoral
overachievers” (Stephan 2013). Senegal’s democratic position was only possible through the
implementation of religiously tolerant laïcité policies that it undertook as a country with a high
religious practice intensity like Senegal needs religiously inclusive democratic policies instead of
western separatist secularist policies (Stepan 2013). Scholars have doubted the compatibility of
Islam and democracy in Senegal in the past, however the elections of opposition leader
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Abdoulaye Wade, who was the first politician public with religious affiliations, was an indicator
that Muslim-majority states can successfully have an effective democracy, religion and toleration
all in one (Villalón 2006). Additionally, other democracy statistical indicators include the
fragility states score, which measures state vulnerability, and the polity IV, measuring
democracy. The polity score, the level of democracy from -10 to 10 with 6-10 being
democracies, ranks Senegal at a 7 as a democracy (Gurr 2016). On the fragile states index,
Senegal ranks 60 out of 178 countries and has a FSI score of 82.3 out of 120, significantly less
fragile than Egypt (Messner 2017).
Senegal’s policy cooperation on issues of conflict on three critical areas, female genital
mutilation, aids, and education, has significantly reduced grievance conflicts in the region. For
example, religious leaders in Senegal were able to help NGOs and governmental institutions
combat FGM by denouncing it in all its forms. Despite the governmental law banning FGM, the
law is strengthened by the “most authoritative religious bodies in the country [that] continue to
campaign against the practice” which is critical in reducing negative violent consequences which
might accompany FGM in practice such as reinforcing social relationships that give men power
over women which thereby increase violence against women (Stepan 2013; Nelson 1996). In the
case of Senegal and the anti-Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) campaign, local religious
authorities provided an effective religiously-based counter response to denounce religious
justification of the harmful, human-rights violating practices of FGM (Stepan, 2010).
Additionally, anti-Aids and education policies has great implications on reducing the factors that
might lead to a more vulnerable state (Stepan 2013).
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Twin Tolerations Violator: Egypt
Egypt is a violator of both Twin Tolerations as it has very high government restrictions
on religious practice and high rates of religious organization interference in government policy
making. The hostile relationship between the state and religious institutions largely contributes to
its lower democracy levels.
Lack of accommodation patterns & State-Controlled Religious Endorsements
Egypt fails to fulfill the positive accommodation patterns to minority religions like Shiite
Islam and Coptic Christianity, while it fulfills these accommodations for Sunni Muslims. The
Egyptian government appoints and pays the salaries of imams, or Muslim prayer leaders, and
generally funds the mosques and other state-religion institutions, however it draws the line with
non-state endorsed religious activities and organizations, like the Muslim Brotherhood, Shiite
Muslims and Coptic Christians (Fox 2008). This failure to fulfill accommodation patterns for all
religions is partially due to its early beginnings of securing state control over religion and
attempts made by governments to free religion from the public sphere. Muhammad Ali’s
introduction Islam to Egypt in 1805 attempted to construct a “Muslim modernity” system
modeled on the western system it replaced, however, resistant to secularization, Egypt
transformed to a democratic authoritarian state with active, distance support of the state religion,
Islam (Hashemi 2009; Fox 2008; Stepan 2010). An indication of this transformation is
exemplified in Egypt’s nationalistic movement Pan Arabism that sought to “exclude religion
from the public sphere” (Grim 2011).
Government Regulation/Restriction Minority Religions & Majority Religions
Egypt ranks among the highest in the world, 8.9 out of 10, for government restrictions on
minority and majority religions, in fact, research indicates its restrictions following the Arab
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Spring relate directly to a lack of religious tolerance (Sahgal 2013). Religious political parties,
like the Muslim Brotherhood, are illegal and have historically been disenfranchised under every
presidential regime (Sullivan 1999; Carnegie 2017). Most notably, Former President Mubarak in
March 2017 enacted an amendment “ban the pursuit of any political activity or the establishment
of any political parties within any religious frame of reference” which was referencing the
Muslim Brotherhood (Hamzawy 2007). This is a clear violation of the second toleration.
Additionally, the government places a number of restrictions on minority religious activities such
as requiring presidential approval for minor repairs and construction projects for Coptic
Christians (Fox 2011). Further, minority religions must register their religions, failure to do so
can result in prosecution (Fox 2011).
High Religious Persecution & State Political Control
The Egyptian Government’s clear discrimination against religious groups and numerous
religious persecutions of the Muslim Brotherhood violates the twin tolerations. The Egyptian
government allows for practice of Abrahamic religions but restricts non-Muslim religions and
sometimes persecutes them on the basis of Islamic principles. Egyptian homosexual citizens are
tried every year for “engaging in behavior deviant from Islamic law” (Fox 2011). The
government has arrested and detained suspected members of Islamic opposition movements,
exemplified in the infamous crackdowns in the summer following the coup d’état that ousted
democratically elected President Morsi (Walsh 2016). United Nations reported over 340 cases of
enforced disappearances from August to November 2016 which include members of the Muslim
Brotherhood (Walsh 2016). Any citizen with an affiliation with Muslim Brotherhood values,
either publicly stated or on the internet, is considered illegal and stands to be persecuted still to
today. Additionally, the state government tends not to report on or properly investigate
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discriminatory crimes against minority religions but is however conveniently politically
motivated to arrest Islamic fundamentalists that commit crimes against Coptic Christian minority
(Fox 2011). Egyptian police are complicit in violence against Coptic Christians and, at times,
Copts who report these crimes are themselves arrested (Fox 2011). The government does not
directly prosecute an individual for proselytizing, however those who convert out of the religion
are often harassed by police and not able to re-register their religion (Fox 2011). Thus, the
discriminations against Islam are quite high in Egypt, making it vulnerable to human rights
violations that erode its democracy.
Instability, Lower Democracy Rankings
The rise in instability and fragility can be noted in Egypt since the Arab Spring and
government’s control encroaching control over religious/civic society. Indicators for democracy
have demonstrated Egypt’s plunge in democracy levels since the increase in human rights
violations, particularly the lack of religious toleration. The polity score, the level of democracy
from -10 to 10 with 6-10 being democracies, ranks Egypt at a -4 for 2016 dropping down a point
from 2011 (Gurr 2016). This puts Egypt as a “closed anocracy” or a mix of democratic and
autocratic traits, therefore indicating that Egypt has decreased in democratic levels since
experiencing higher levels of religious toleration (Gurr 2016). The government’s smear
propaganda campaign against the Muslim Brotherhood has influenced voting behavior and
general perception of the Muslim Brotherhood, an example of this is the sudden economic
improvements experienced after President Morsi’s ousting (i.e. power cuts stopping, police
returning to the streets, and gas supplies reappearing) which indicate military sabotage to
undermine a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood (Hubbard 2013). On the fragile states index,
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Egypt ranks 36 out of 178 countries and has a FSI score of 89.9 out of 120, increasing in fragility
by two spots since 2016 (Messner 2017).

Egypt and Senegal Comparison
In comparison with Egypt, Senegal is ranked lower in democracy. Egypt and
Senegal, though in different regions in Africa, have similar patterns of intensity of religious
practice, Senegal was able to implement the religiously tolerant and effective policy. Research
indicates that societies with high patterns of religious toleration and high respect for religious
leaders, states are better off implementing policies of mutual respect rather than “religiously
hostile” forms of secularism which is exemplified in Egypt’s ‘free religion from the public
sphere’ tactic (Stepan 2013). However, Egypt implemented an incorrect policy with religion
intended to maintain control through denouncing and exporting religious authorities through the
control of their religious practice in civic society (i.e. pay for salaries, send them their sermons to
read, detain/imprison them without cause). The Egyptian government has used the military to
maintain intense forms of interference and stick to nationalistic policies as these tactics will
allow it to maintain its status-group of militaries, social, and political control (Wallerstein 2004).
Additionally, the Egyptian government methods and propaganda are incorrect in expecting a
religious people to abandon their religious conviction instead for peace and stability in the
country while subordinating them to extensive human rights abuses that violate democracy
(Appiah 2010). The Senegalese government democratic successes can be attributed to its respect
of individual member rights among minorities, despite how nuanced and small in comparison to
the majority, and its ability to transform its policies to the transformed understandings of
religious identity (Villalón 2007; Kymlicka 1992).
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Conclusion

These findings are very important to the extensive study of religious toleration in Muslim
majority states and have greater implications on “religious globalisms” like Islam that are having
to combat western secularisms that claim Islam and democracy are incompatible or that Islam is
inherently breeds terrorism (Steger 2010). The findings of this paper debunk these claims that
separationist secularism outlined by western states is the most effective for democratization.
Further data collection on Twin Tolerations and research is needed to empirically investigate the
religious toleration and democratization within developing countries. Specifically, research on
the relevance of this theory in democratization transitions like the Arab Spring is needed to
identify the significance of secularization in transitory periods. Additionally, this research calls
out for inclusion of religious toleration as an important indicator of democracy that is often
neglected in democracy databases.
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Appendix A
Table 3 Muslim Majority Countries and Demographics

Countries

Majority Sect

% of Muslim
Majority

Europe

Middle East &
North Africa

Africa

Kosovo
Albania
Bosnia-Herzegovina

Undefined
Undefined
Undefined

93.10
62.68
47.51

Morocco
Algeria
Tunisia
Libya
Egypt
Sudan
Jordan
Lebanon
Syria
Iraq
Kuwait
Bahrain
Saudi Arabia
Qatar
UAE
Yemen
Oman
Mali
Niger
Nigeria**
Chad
Benin**
Burkina Faso
Senegal
Gambia
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Eritrea
Djibouti
Somalia
Comoros

Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Shiite
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Ibadhi
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Sufism
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Undefined
Sunni
Sunni

99.65
98.50
99.52
96.63
89.29
69.77
93.94
57.92
92.76
97.52
86.18
85.15
92.06
83.52
76.47
99.08
88.11
87.14
95.41
45.53
55.92
25.46
53.69
90.64
88.68
84.81
64.64
50.15
96.93
99.75
98.34
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Asia-Pacific

Mauritania
Ivory Coast
Turkey
Iran
Afghanistan
Azerbaijan
Tajikistan
Kyrgyzstan
Uzbekistan
Turkmenistan
Kazakhstan
Bangladesh
Pakistan
Indonesia
Malaysia

Undefined
Undefined
Sunni
Shiite
Sunni
Shiite
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Mixed2
Sunni
Sunni
Sunni
Shafi’i Sunni

99.10
40.58
98.30
98.79
99.73
92.77
95.60
81.46
93.86
94.68
67.85
88.85
96.16
79.14
56.51

Khazakhstan’s Muslim majority is comprised of Sunni, Ahmadi, Shia populations.
**Countries do not have Muslim-majority, however have a significant Muslim population.
2
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Appendix B
Official Government Involvement in Religion (GIR) category definitions
Specific Hostility: Hostility and overt persecution of religion where state ideology
specifically singles out religion in general or religion is in some other way uniquely singled
out for persecution (i.e., the ex-U.S.S.R.)
Nonspecific Hostility: While the state is hostile to religion, this hostility is at about the same
level as state hostility to other types of non-state organizations. Religion is not singled out.
Separationist: Official separation of Church and state and the state is slightly hostile toward
religion. This includes efforts to remove expression of religion by private citizens from the
public sphere.
Accommodation: Official separation of church and state and the state has a benevolent or
neutral attitude toward religion in general.
Supportive: The state supports all religions more or less equally.
Cooperation: The state falls short of endorsing a particular religion but certain religions
benefit from state support more than others. (Such support can be monetary or legal.)
Multi-Tiered Preferences: One religion is clearly preferred by state, receiving the most
benefits; there exists one or more tiers of religions which receive less benefits than the
preferred religion but more than some other religions.
Preferred Religion: While the state does not officially endorse a religion, one religion serves
unofficially as the state's religion receiving unique recognition or benefits. Minority religions
all receive similar treatment to each other.
Active State Religion: State actively supports religion but the religion is not mandatory and
the state does not dominate the official religion's institutions.
State Controlled Religion, Positive Attitude: The state both supports a religion and
substantially controls its institutions but has a positive attitude toward this religion.
Religious State 2: Religion mandatory for members of official religion
Religious State 1: Religion mandatory for all
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